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Abstract. Checkout cashier work can be repetitive and hand-intensive. Differences in workstyle might explain why some 
cashiers develop symptoms and other do not. Work technique is one part of the workstyle concept. The aim of this study was 
to analyze if there were differences in work technique among cashiers in to what extent they use large or small wrist move-
ments when scanning groceries. Wrist movements of 17 cashiers were video recorded. The results revealed large variation 
among the cashiers in if they use large or small wrist movements when handling the groceries. This indicated there is a poten-
tial for some cashiers to improve their work technique.  
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1.  Introduction 

Checkout cashier work can be repetitive and hand-
intensive especially when the EAN-codes of a large 
number of groceries need to be turned towards the 
scanner. Work involving highly repetitive arm 
movements is related to elbow disorders [4]. 

The prevalence of discomfort/pain in the elbow, 
wrist or hand is 1,7-1,8 times higher among Swedish 
female cashiers compared to female workers with 
varied and mobile work [1,3]. Work technique e.g. 
the size and speed of wrist movements, is related to 
the prevalence of pain in the upper extremities [2]. 

The aim of this study was to analyze if there were 
differences between cashiers in to what extent they  
use large or small wrist movements when scanning 
groceries. 

2. Method 

Seventeen (n=17) cashiers from three different sto-
res, one supermarket in a city center and two large 
supermarkets situated in shopping malls, were video-
ed during their ordinary work. All groceries from 
three customers per cashier were counted. Two re-
searchers counted how many of the groceries that 
had to be turned towards the scanner and how many 
groceries that were handled with large wrist motions 
(>15 degrees flexion/extension, ulnar/radial deviati-
on). The researchers made this assessments together 
in consensus. The movies were played backward and 
forward in slowmotion and still images were used.  
In total, handling of 1009 groceries were analy-
zed. The ratio: (number of groceries that were hand-
led with large wrist motions)/(number of groceries 
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that had to be turned towards the scanner) were cal-
culated. 

3. Results 

Sixty-four percent (64%) of the groceries had to be 
turned in right direction towards the scanner. There 
were large variations among the cashiers in how 

much they used small or large wrist movements 
when handling the groceries. Three people used large 
wrist motions for less than a quarter of the groceries 
needing to be turned (figure 1). One person used 
large wrist movements also for groceries that did not 
need to be turned(cashier no 17 in figure 1).  
 

 
 

Fig 1. Proportion of groceries that were turned towards the scanner with large wrist movements in relation to number of groceries that had to be 
turned, for each cashier. Each color represents the three different stores. 

 
 

4. Discussion 

In this material there were large variations in work 
technique in to what extent the cashiers used large or 
small wrist movements when scanning groceries. 
This indicates a potential for improving work techni-
que among cashiers who use unnecessary large wrist 
motions when turning the groceries. Alternative 
techniques to scanning EAN codes for registering 
groceries such as printing EAN codes on several si-
des of the groceries and informing customers to turn 

EAN codes towards the scanner, might also reduce 
cashiers’ exposure to repetitive wrist movements. 
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